
There is only “H” 
Their constant addition to the series of letters is for their purposes of ultimately establishing to polyamory and abolishing the age of consent, the 

last 2 items that have remained unfulfilled on the “Gay Agenda.”  We should stop using “LGTBQA+” and establish that all of the gender bender 

letters are part of the “H” spectrum.  For example, Drag Queens are homosexual men, (some are registered sex offenders), who have found a 

loophole to get to children via the libraries and the fools that aid and abet their desires.  They encourage boys to become “girls,” knowing that in 

the end, the objects of their sexual attraction don’t change.  Also, men who transition to a “woman” are homosexuals to start with, and end up 

partnering with, guess what, other homosexual men!  (Women fall under a similar spectrum). 

         H      

Using all the letters boosts their numbers of H artificially, from original 1% to now at 20% 

"L" is H for women 

"G" is H for men 

"B" Bi, is H used to soften the image 

"T" is H trying to change, towards right end of spectrum, still an H in the end 

"Q" (Queer, vague) or Questioning - the way to boost their numbers. - young girl was a tomboy? You're one of us.  Q is to weed out possible 

recruits. 

"A" allies - supporters of H, counted amongst their tally. or asexual, lacking interest - perfect H recruits 

 

From Dr. Scott Lively: 

“… that encouraging and increasing homosexuality has always been the primary effect of LGBT activism in and by its own coalition of so-called sexual minorities -

- with the letters of the acronym representing essentially the same conduct in different clothing -- but it is also implicit in the LGBTs larger agenda to normalize 

sexual anarchy in society as a whole.  While aspects of sexual anarchy like fetishism are seen among otherwise normal binary heterosexuals, the trend toward 

"absolute sexual freedom" leads society inexorably to polyamory and pansexuality in which binary heterosexuality becomes as rare as transgenderism once was. 

Normalizing homosexuality in defiance of God's clear and explicit warnings in the Bible, is the heart of the strategy.”  


